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Dominique Cornin
2007 Dominique Cornin Macon Chanes Les Serrudieres

89

Pale gold. Vibrant citrus, floral and mineral aromas are complemented by notes of green tea and apple skin. Dry,
energetic lemon and orange flavors gain depth with air, picking up a juicy melon quality. Finishes taut and dry, with
good mineral lift and tangy persistence. I like this wine's clarity and cut.

2006 Dominique Cornin Macon Chanes Les Serrudieres

88

Light yellow-gold. Pear, sweet butter and mineral aromas are nicely focused and pure. A midweight chardonnay
with slightly bitter, gently gripping pear flesh and skin flavors turning drier with air. Finishes firm, with refreshing
mineral bite.

2006 Dominique Cornin Macon Chaintre

88

Light gold. Fresh pear, peach and toasty lees on the nose, supported by a subtle mineral underpinning. Fleshy
orchard fruit flavors are firmed by juicy acidity, which lends back-end lift and cut. The leesy note recurs on the
finish, which is gently sweet and clinging.

2006 Dominique Cornin Pouilly Fuisse

90

Bright gold. Spicy pear and honeysuckle on the nose. Fresh orchard fruit flavors are given depth by toasted nuts and
smoky lees, with a firm bite of lemon zest adding energy. Really clings to the palate, leaving dusty minerals and
citrus notes behind.

2006 Dominique Cornin Pouilly Fuisse Les Chevrieres

91

Light yellow-gold. Citrus and pit fruits and smoky minerals on the nose, lifted by yellow rose and candied ginger
high notes. Supple and refined, with impressive aromatic lift to the pure flavors of Meyer lemon, white peach and
minerals. At once chewy and velvety, finishing with strong minerality and noteworthy vivacity. This has the
elegance of a ripe Puligny-Montrachet.

